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Welcome
To The Future
P

assengers arriving at Dubai International Airport on Emirates’ double-decker Airbus
380 aircraft taxi up to a new $3.2 billion dedicated terminal, Concourse A, which
opened in February. After disembarking, travelers are swept by an underground,
automated train to Terminal 3—after passing a 50-foot-high waterfall in a glass-walled
elevator—all before reaching passport control. Passengers are greeted with signs reading,
“Hello Tomorrow”, the new slogan of Emirates Airlines.
Concourse A boosts the airport’s capacity from 60 million to 75 million passengers a
year. By 2015, Dubai expects to be the world’s busiest international passenger airport.
Dubai is dreaming of big investments again after being chastened by the 2009 debt
crisis. Its more conservative neighbor less than two hours away, the United Arab Emirates
capital of Abu Dhabi, is also going for glitz with fancy new museums, towers and a water
park planned.
Meanwhile, the less prosperous economies in the region, including Egypt and Iraq, are
being touted as economic powerhouses of the future, with the potential for rapid growth.
Al Watany Bank of Egypt, a subsidiary of National Bank of Kuwait, reported 35% growth
in profits in 2012, despite the challenging situation in the country. Iraq’s oil production is
at the highest level since the late 1970s, and the growing demand for ethical banking is
propelling Islamic finance to new heights.
There are plenty of exciting developments going on in the Middle East, and you don’t
have to look hard to find them.
Following a long day of interviews with bank CEOs, we decided to take Dubai’s new
metro back to our hotel. Approaching the station, we noticed a crowd of people milling
about. “The system went down and there is nothing we can do, as it is fully automated—
people are trapped between stations,” the station manager explained. “We are trying to get
some buses, but it will take a while.” It was getting dark, and there were no cabs available.
Luckily for us, the Dubai Mall, the world’s largest, was within walking distance, and it has
its own hotel and taxi stand (as well as scuba diving with sharks at its aquarium). We still
haven’t tried out the Dubai Metro, but our pass is good for five years!

Gordon Platt
Contributing Writer
Global Finance
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Seeking Unity

GCC members continue to pay lip service to economic and political
union, but experts say much more needs to be done on the military,
security and development fronts before that can happen.
By Gordon Platt
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Nationals can move freely among member countries, and GCC members coordinate infrastructure investments, including
a regional rail network. Intraregional trade
is increasing, although none of the six has
a major industrial manufacturing base.
At their most recent summit in Bahrain
at the end of last year, GCC leaders paid lip
service to the Riyadh Declaration issued
at the end of their summit in 2011, which
called for the GCC to explore creating a
single entity to meet the growing threats
from Iran and the Arab Spring uprisings.
Much more needs to be done, however, to
enhance the military planning, command

and training capacity of the GCC, says
Anthony Cordesman, who holds the

“Each Arab Gulf
state... will need
to redefine their
current dependence
on the US and other
outside powers.”
—Anthony Cordesman, CSIS
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t the prodding of King Abdullah
of Saudi Arabia, the six member
nations of the Gulf Cooperation
Council are attempting to draw closer
together. High oil prices and economic
diversification are improving the region’s
economic prospects, but attempts to create a political and economic union are
faltering. Has the GCC lost its way, or can
it continue to function as a loose confederation of monarchies?
GCC countries all peg their currencies to the dollar—except Kuwait, which
uses a basket of currencies—negating the
need for a monetary union, bankers say.
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Arleigh Burke Chair in Strategy at the
Center for Strategic and International
Studies in Washington.
The security cooperation between the
individual GCC states—Bahrain, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates—must now deal
with the emergence of patterns of complex warfare that can occur with limited
warning, Cordesman stated in a report
on Gulf security issued in February. The
GCC would have only a seven to 15
minute warning of a major air or missile
attack from Iran, he says.
“Each Arab Gulf state, and the GCC as
a whole, will need to redefine their current dependence on the US and other
outside powers for more serious conflicts
involving the large-scale use of Iranian
conventional and asymmetric military
forces and be ready to fight on a nearreal-time basis,” Cordesman says.
The GCC has the potential to become
a far more effective security structure,
with more interoperable forces and integrated warning systems, he notes. “This

Some, like Saudi Arabia and Kuwait,
have showered large benefits on their
populations in an effort to quell any
potential uprisings.
With their budgets in surplus as a
result of high oil prices, GCC countries
are pushing ahead with ambitious development projects. Kuwait’s $110 billion,
five-year plan, first approved in 2010, was
stalled by political infighting between the
government and parliament.The deadlock
could be broken now that parliamentary elections, held last December, are
over, says Michel Accad, CEO and chief
general manager of Gulf Bank. “The
country’s leadership has made it clear they
want to kick-start the development plan,”
Accad says. “This year we ought to see
something start.”The small role of the private sector in Kuwait’s economy could be
expanded if planned public-private partnerships go ahead, he says. “It’s a fair goal
to want to diversify the economy, but it’s
not easy,” he says.
Gulf Bank is present only in Kuwait.
“We focus on domestic, conventional
retail and commercial banking,”
Accad says.The bank’s consumer
lending rose 13% last year, while
corporate lending increased less
than 2%. The outlook for lending in 2013 depends on what
happens with the country’s
development plan.
While Kuwait’s GDP is
expected to decline from 6.1%
in 2012 to approximately 3.5%
in 2013, growth in the nonoil sector is forecast to increase
from 4% to 5%, owing to the more positive
environment for projects and government
spending, says Elias Bikhazi, chief economist
at National Bank of Kuwait.

“[GCC governments]
have to respect local
identities and culture and
institute reforms against
that backdrop.”
—Simon Cooper, HSBC Middle East

does not require a sacrifice of sovereignty,
but it does require the Arab Gulf nations
to act upon what they have already said
they should do.”
Meanwhile, in the face of a “youth
bulge,” the GCC nations must create
massive numbers of jobs and new social
infrastructure to avoid political upheavals
“that can do as much or more to disrupt
reform and modernization as to achieve it,”
Cordesman says.
GCC governments, with the exception of Bahrain, have remained relatively
immune to the turmoil in the region.
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DEVELOPMENT PLANS

One of the first projects likely to go ahead
is the Jaber al-Ahmad al-Sabah Causeway,
which will stretch 37.5 km (23 miles) from
Kuwait City across the bay to the planned
Subiyah New Town, Bikhazi says. Other
major projects include the Al-Zour North
power plant, a metro and rail network, new
hospitals, roads and a port on Boubyan

Eguren, Burgan Bank: The Kuwaiti
economy has not improved. Signs of low
investment levels, weak job creation and
trade still persist

Island. Major investments are also planned
in the energy sector.
“The consumer sector is doing well,
with good demand for residential and
income-producing properties,” Bikhazi
says.“The commercial real estate market is
weak, but there have been better volumes
in terms of sales recently.”
Eduardo Eguren, CEO of Burgan Bank,
says the Kuwaiti economy has not improved.
“The signs of low investment levels, weak
job creation and trade still persist.”
Eguren says he hopes Kuwait’s development plan will go forward, and that there
are some positive signs, but Burgan Bank’s
business model is not dependent on the
government’s five-year plan. “The objective is to continue growing our international operations,” he says. Burgan Bank
already gets half of its revenues from overseas operations. It has expanded its brand
across Turkey with the acquisition of
Eurobank Tekfen.
With massive investments in infrastructure, GCC governments continue to modernize, says Simon Cooper, CEO of HSBC
Middle East. “They have to respect local
identities and culture and institute reforms
against that backdrop.”
GCC countries are also investing in
education and are reforming at their own
pace, according to Cooper. “I am optimistic for the region as a whole and for its
economic growth prospects,” he says.“The
demographics are also a plus, with a young,
educated population.” n
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Visions Of Splendor

Investor confidence has returned to the UAE, with the former debt-laden
emirate of Dubai once again planning major infrastructure projects. Even a
new financial center is planned for construction. By Gordon Platt

D

ubai continues to dream big, coming up with ideas for major new
projects and real estate investments. But for those who recall the events
of November 2009, when the emirate
found itself in deep financial trouble and
state-linked Dubai World called for a debt
standstill, any new investment project
raises questions about where the funding
will come from.
In the shadow of Burj Khalifa, the
world’s tallest building, Dubai plans to
build a new city within a city. Mohammed
bin Rashid City (MBR City) will include
more than 100 hotels, a Universal Studios
theme park and the world’s largest mall, the
Mall of the World, which will surpass the
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record now held by nearby Dubai Mall.
By the time the new city is completed in six years, some 90 million
people a year will pass through Dubai

“The future does not
wait for those who
are hesitant. We do
not anticipate the
future. We build it.”
— Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al-Maktoum, ruler of Dubai

International airport, up from 58 million in 2012, says sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al-Maktoum, Dubai’s ruler.
“We have a vision and high aspirations,” he said, announcing the MBR
City project last November. “The future
does not wait for those who are hesitant. We do not anticipate the future.
We build it.”
In February 2013, Dubai’s ruler approved
a $1.6 billion project to build the world’s
biggest ferris wheel. Construction is set
to begin this year on the 689-foot Dubai
Eye, which will surpass the London Eye’s
443 feet.
Dubai may have to rely more heavily on bond markets and private equity
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Pudner, Emirates NBD: Private equity will
not replace bank lending

investors to finance its new building
boom. It successfully raised $1.25 billion
in January in a two-part offering that
included a 10-year sukuk and its firstever 30-year conventional bond.The issue
was 12 times oversubscribed, demonstrating that investor confidence is returning.
Investment vehicle Dubai Group, which
had been negotiating to restructure $6 billion of loans, reached a settlement with
dissenting creditors in March.
LESSONS LEARNED

There has been a significant improvement in the balance sheets of banks in
Dubai, according to Oxford Analytica,
an international consulting firm. “The
negative impact of the property crash of
2008 to 2009 is diminishing, and asset
quality is improving,” it stated in a recent
report. “Local banks are starting to perform in a much more robust manner,
with increasing margins reflecting much
stricter lending criteria.”
It appears lessons have been learned
from the bursting of the property bubble
and the mistakes of the past are unlikely to
be repeated in the medium term, according to Oxford Analytica.
Rick Pudner, group CEO of Emirates
NBD, says the real estate sector in Dubai
continues to recover, and construction is no longer a drag on growth.
“Having said that, we do not expect private equity and hedge funds to replace
bank lending.”
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Emirates NBD, one of the largest banking groups in the region by assets, is the
leading retail banking franchise in the UAE,
with more than 141 branches. It is also a
major participant in corporate banking and
has Islamic banking affiliates. Its Emirates
Islamic Bank (EIB) subsidiary completed
the government-mandated acquisition of
Dubai Bank.
EIB’s $408 million rights issue in
January was mainly to support the
additional risk-weighted assets taken
on by EIB as a result of its integration with Dubai Bank and was funded
almost entirely by Emirates NBD,
Pudner says.
“We do expect to see strong growth
in the merged entity, so additional capital
support was considered prudent,” Pudner
says. He notes that EIB will continue to
focus on innovative products, which
may include new shariah-compliant
products and services. In 2012 the bank
introduced a number of new products,
including personal cash loans, businessvehicle loans and car refinancing. It also
revamped its mobile application and
introduced a new wealth-management
platform.
“The new vision for the bank’s wholesale banking business is to become the

and which bailed out Dubai in 2009, is
embarking on a spending spree of its own.
It plans to invest $90 billion over the next
five years on education, arts and culture,
as well as environmental projects, housing
and hospitals.
Abu Dhabi recently awarded a $3 billion
project to build a new airport terminal.
In addition, Dubai-based Arabtec Holding
is leading a consortium that will build the
long-delayed Louvre Abu Dhabi art gallery for $650 million. A new financial
center is rising on Abu Dhabi’s Sowwah
Island that could challenge Dubai in
the future as the financial hub of the
Middle East.
STRONG ECONOMIC GROWTH

Expansive fiscal policies of the GCC
countries are creating strong economic
growth in the region, says R. Seetharaman,
group CEO of Doha Bank. While Qatar
has massive building plans of its own as
it prepares to host the 2022 FIFA World
Cup of soccer, Doha Bank is looking
at cross-border opportunities under its
new, three-year strategic plan, according
to Seetharaman.
“We have grown organically as far as
possible,” he says. “We are increasing the
capital of the bank by 50% through a rights
issue [which was due to
close on March 13] and
through the future sale of
global depositary receipts
in London.”
Doha Bank opened its
second UAE branch in
Abu Dhabi in December
2012. It already has
branches in Dubai and
Kuwait, as well as Japan,
Singapore, South Korea,
Turkey, the UK and Germany. The bank
has applied for licenses in Saudi Arabia
and India.
Abu Dhabi’s Vision 2030 plan calls for
revenue from the emirate’s non-oil sector to grow to 60% of GDP, Seetharaman
notes. Tourism will be a major component of the plan, he says, along with industries such as aluminum, petrochemicals
production and media companies. n

“The real estate sector [in
Dubai] continues to recover,
and construction is no
longer a drag on growth.”
— Rick Pudner, Emirates NBD

dynamic wholesale banking powerhouse
in the Middle East,” says Pudner, who aims
to accomplish this with a client-centric
approach that involves segmenting the business based on customer needs.
A NEW FINANCIAL CENTER

Meanwhile, Abu Dhabi, the capital of
the United Arab Emirates, which controls most of the oil wealth of the UAE
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Bridging The Gaps

Jordan has a difficult road ahead as it implements economic and
political reforms as part of an IMF loan package and deals with the
spillover from unrest in neighboring countries. By Gordon Platt

J

ordan’s economy is being battered
by rising unemployment and stalled
foreign investment. Until recently,
the country of approximately seven million people was relatively isolated from
the political turmoil in the region. Now it
has serious economic problems as a result
of the disruption of natural gas imports
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from Egypt—caused by sabotaged pipelines—and an influx of Syrian refugees.
King Abdullah has implemented a
series of economic reforms in recent
years to head off popular uprisings that
have swept the region since January
2011. Lacking oil of its own and short of
water and other natural resources, Jordan

depends heavily on foreign aid from its
Western allies and the oil-producing
countries of the Gulf.
With a budget deficit that continued to
widen in 2012, the government of prime
minister Abdullah Ensour cut fuel subsidies last November, triggering protests.
Subsidies on electricity prices could be the
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Sabbagh, Arab Bank: Jordan’s economy
needs more jobs

next to go, as Jordan seeks to comply with
the conditions of a three-year, $2 billion
loan from the International Monetary
Fund, which is being disbursed in
$500 million portions. The IMF says it is
providing liquidity to enable the authorities to gradually implement “a socially
acceptable fiscal consolidation.”
Sayem Ali, senior economist for the
Middle East, Pakistan and North Africa
at Standard Chartered, says: “The parliamentary elections in Jordan [in January
2013] were an important milestone for
king Abdullah, pushing through tough
economic reforms and facing a growing discontent from the public on a
weak economy, rising unemployment
and the cutback in power subsidies.
A strong turnout of 57% [of registered voters] gave strong credibility to
the polls.”
PRESSING REFORMS

The Islamic Action Front (IAF) boycotted the polls—just as it did the previous
polls in 2010—but it remains confined to
a few urban centers and has little visible
support in rural areas, according to Ali.
The king has also pacified the opposition
by granting major political concessions
to build support for economic reforms,
he says, including empowering the new
parliament to appoint the prime minister
for the first time.
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Tough reforms under the IMF prorock by the Nabataeans 2,000 years ago,
gram will cause a spike in inflation in
and the Dead Sea.
the short term but will be critical to
The financial services sector was also
ensure a return to higher growth in the
affected by the Arab Spring—especially
medium term, notes Ali. “These reforms
Jordanian banks with a regional preswill provide significant room for authorience. Arab Bank was exposed to the full
ties to reduce debt and give confidence to
force of the Arab Spring, notes Sabbagh,
foreign investors to set up new projects,”
as it has an extensive footprint in the
he says. “They will also provide space for
Arab World.
the government to increase investment
Nonetheless, net profits for the group
spending for creating jobs.”
increased by 15% during 2012. “In fact,
Jordan’s pending membership of the
we saw increases in profits in most of
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) could
the Arab Spr ing countr ies, with no
be another potential game changer. “The
unusual problems related to the events,”
country’s large shale oil reserves are
Sabbagh says. Arab Bank’s presence in
going to attract significant FDI over the
the GCC countries has also positively
medium term,” says Ali.
contributed to profits, given the robust
Nemeh Sabbagh, CEO of Arab Bank,
pace of economic activity in the Gulf,
based in Amman, believes that Jordan’s
Sabbagh says.
location, openness and economic relaArab Bank has been present in Egypt
tions make it likely to be impacted by
since 1947 and operates a network of
changes in the region. “The economy
more than 25 branches. “As the situation
grew at a rate of 2.8% in the first three
there is still evolving, we will maintain our
quarters of 2012, which is an improvecautious approach with the aim ultimately
ment over the previous two years,” he
to be able to take advantage of the great
says. “The service sectors did particularly
potential that lies in the Egyptian marwell, including financial services, trade
ket,” notes Sabbagh. Arab Bank–Syria, a
and tourism.”
Jordan’s economic growth
could reach 3.5% in 2013
and will gradually increase
after that, says Sabbagh. It will
take several years, however, to
return to the high growth rates
seen between 2000 and 2009.
The tour ism sector was
adversely affected in 2011
by unrest in the region. “Yet,
there was a good recovery in
2012, with tourism revenues
—Nemeh Sabbagh, Arab Bank
increasing by 30% in the
first nine months of 2012,”
Sabbagh says. “Jordan’s tourism benefits
partially owned subsidiary of Arab Bank,
from the country’s stability and its reform
commenced its operations in Syria in
path, as well as the developed and diverse
January 2006.“The ongoing crisis in Syria
infrastructure for various types of tourhas had a serious effect on the overall
ism.” The new terminal at Queen Alia
economy and, along with it, the banking
airport in Amman, for example, will help
sector,” Sabbagh says.
the sector.
Nonetheless, more needs to be done,
BEYOND LOCAL MARKETS
given the significant potential in this
Jordan’s unemployment rate reached
area, he says. The country’s main attrac12.5% at the end of 2012, with the hightions include Petra, a city carved into
est rate of joblessness among college

“It is also important to
recognize that the opportunities for Jordanians go
beyond the local markets
to include the GCC labor
markets.”
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graduates, reflecting a mismatch of skills
with available jobs. “Jordan’s economy
needs both—more jobs, particularly
quality jobs for the educated graduates,
and a better match between job seekers
and employment opportunities, along
with improved training and internships,” Sabbagh says. “It is also important to recognize that the opportunities
for Jordanians go beyond the local markets to include the GCC labor markets.”
Remittances from Jordanian workers
abroad account for 10% of Jordan’s GDP.
The project-financing market in

Jordan, and the region as a whole, has
been affected by the global economic
slowdown and the ensuing regulatory
changes that caused the withdrawal of a
number of international lenders.
As a result, multilaterals and export
credit agencies—especially from Asia—
are playing an even more important role
in financing projects, while regional
banks have had to step up to provide
necessary debt financing.
“ I n A r a b B a n k ’s c a s e, we m a n aged to grow our business during the
last year through providing advisory,
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“Reforms will
provide significant
room for authorities
to reduce debt and
give confidence to
foreign investors to
set up new projects.”
—Sayem Ali, Standard Chartered

underwriting and funding services, as
well as issuing guarantees for essential
projects,” says Sabbagh. The bank provided financing and investments in the
infrastructure sector in the UAE, petrochemicals in Saudi Arabia, construction in Qatar and wastewater treatment
in Jordan.
Meanwhile, governments across the
region are watching closely to see how
Jordan fares with its efforts to cut subsidies and institute tough reforms. The
Middle East has more fuel subsidies than
any other region, and the system of generalized price subsidies must be changed
to reduce waste and restore fiscal balance,
according to the IMF. n
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The Allure
Of Ethical Banking

Islamic banks in the Gulf region are tapping into growing demand for
ethical banking and are upping their game in structuring sukuk and
wholesale banking services. By Gordon Platt

E

thical banking services continue
to be one of the fastest-growing
segments of the financial world, as
Muslim investors seek to avoid “riba,” the
acceptance or charging of interest, and as
non-Muslim institutions increasingly find
sukuk, or Islamic bonds, to be an attractive
investment alternative. Islamic financial
institutions in the Middle East are stepping up to the next level and challenging
regional and global banks in sukuk underwriting and wholesale banking services, as
well as retail banking. They are also leading by example in pushing more-ethical
banking practices worldwide.
Mohammed Sulaiman Al-Omar, CEO
of Kuwait Finance House, notes that as
Islamic banking rapidly changes from
ordinary [retail] business to international
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finance, it places numerous challenges on
banks, such as offering new and competitive
products: “Islamic banks need competent
management, a series of integrated products and services, a shariah board, a large
and diverse client base, advanced technology and the ability to structure and manage
deals and establish strong relationships with
regional and global banks.”
Religious and cultural differences will
not obstruct the growth of the Islamic
banking industry worldwide, Al-Omar
says. “Professional banking that is based
on a solid platform and ethics is highly
demanded anywhere in the world,” he
says. “However, Islamic banks still need
to implement international accounting
standards and find more standards that
suit Islamic banking.”

Because they are relatively new in the
field, Islamic financial institutions need
to enrich their expertise and innovate
with new tools, Al-Omar says. “The client, regardless of their culture or background, tends to prefer the factor of trust
over other factors that are also important.
That is why it is so important to abide by
proper methodology when conducting
business,” Al-Omar says.
Non-Muslim investors from the US
and Europe have purchased a growing
share of recent sukuk issues, not necessarily because sukuk are ethically structured,
but because they are outperforming conventional bonds and offer portfolio diversification. Sukuk have become an attractive alternative investment class bought by
investors worldwide.
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Al-Omar, Kuwait Finance
House: Banking based on a
solid platform and ethics is
in demand everywhere

Troop, Barwa Bank: The
success of the sukuk
business depends on the
people involved

ETHICAL BANKING IS
GOOD FOR YOU

According to Tirad Al-Mahmoud, CEO
of Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank (ADIB),
Islamic banks have enormous untapped
potential as a business model based on
faith and compliance. “There is a high
demand for ethical banking solutions,
especially in the aftermath of the global

Al-Majed, Boubyan Bank:
There is an Islamic banking
boom taking place
all over the world

was a co-lead ar ranger of Turkey’s
$850 million sovereign sukuk and Dubai’s
$1.25 billion sukuk, and joint lead manager on Qatar’s $4 billion sukuk.
BANKING BOOM

“In a congested marketplace, we identified
Islamic capital markets as an area where we
could add value, differentiate and demonstrate leadership,” Troop
says. Barwa Bank has a network of six retail branches,
but it is predominantly a
corporate bank with significant treasury operations and a full range of
shariah-compliant products and services.
—Tirad Al-Mahmoud, Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank
In a sign of the broad
appeal of sukuk, Troop
financial crisis,” he says. ADIB plans
says distribution statistics show that up to
to expand its Egyptian subsidiary, the
half of recent issues have ended up in the
National Bank for Development, and to
portfolios of conventional funds. “They
convert it to an Islamic institution. NBD
buy them for value,” he says. “From their
recently signed its first shariah-compliant
syndicated project financing in Egypt, for
East Delta Electricity Production.
Steve Troop, group CEO of Barwa
Bank, a fast-growing shariah-compliant
bank in Qatar, says: “The beauty of the
sukuk origination activity is that it is an
intellectual capital business. Its success
depends on the kind of people we are able
to put in front of potential issuers.We have
a small but very experienced team and a
very strong pipeline.”
Established in 2009, Barwa Bank
began operations in 2010 and became a
top 10 underwriter of Gulf Cooperation
Council sukuk in 2012, when it

“There is a high demand for
ethical banking solutions,
especially in the aftermath of
the global financial crisis.”
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perspective, the structuring is irrelevant.”
Adel Abdul Wahab Al-Majed, chairman
and managing director of Boubyan Bank,
says:“There is an Islamic banking boom all
over the world. In Kuwait, Islamic banking
has been growing faster than conventional
banking for the last three years.” National
Bank of Kuwait took control of Boubyan
Bank last year, when it raised its stake to
58%.“We now have NBK’s strength with
an Islamic flavor,” Al-Majed says.
As a result of a major new companies
law for Kuwait, which became effective in November 2012, the country
now has corporate regulations regarding
sukuk and convertible bonds, which are
critical to the development of the Islamic
finance market.“This major reshuffling of
commercial law will unleash a large volume of sukuk by the end of this year,”
Al-Majed says.
The new companies law also includes
a “one-stop shop” for incorporating and
licensing a company, as well as a requirement that companies adhere to the best
practices of corporate governance.
Conventional and Islamic finance
are now at the same level, according to
Al-Majed. “The delivery and product
strength are no different,” he says. Asked
what can be done to make the sukuk market more liquid, Al-Majed says,“This negative is really a plus.There are not enough
issues in the market. People are hungry for
this type of market, but it has to mature.
We want to buy, but there is nothing in
the market.” n
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Sharing Risk

Takaful insurance markets are growing steadily in the Gulf, but the
regulatory framework is still developing in some countries. By Anita Hawser

T

aking out car, property or life insurance is second nature in the West,
but in the Middle East the concept
of insurance, at least at the retail level, is
relatively undeveloped. Conventional
insurance has penetrated only a small percentage of the world’s Muslim markets,
and there is limited awareness of insurance
products, savings and retirement plans in
most Muslim-majority countries.
Insurance penetration is steadily increasing though, thanks to mandatory insurance
legislation such as compulsory medical in
Saudi Arabia and the emergence of insurance products that are based on Islamic
principles of mutuality and risk sharing.
According to Ernst & Young’s 2012
World Takaful Report, Saudi Arabia is
the largest market for takaful (Islamic
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insurance) contributing $4.3 billion, or
52% of volumes. The third-largest contributor is the UAE, with contributions
of $818 million. Across the region, takaful
now enjoys significant market share and
continues to grow at a faster pace than
conventional insurance. Parvaiz Siddiq,
CEO of Noor Takaful in Dubai, says takaful will continue to grow 15 percentage
points above conventional insurance in
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC).
But the actual rate of growth is slowing. The compound annual growth rate
of takaful contributions in the GCC,
excluding Saudi Arabia, fell from 54%
between 2005 and 2009 to 33% in 2010,
says Ernst & Young.
Adeel Mushtaq, senior manager,
insurance and takaful advisory, KPMG

Bahrain, says takaful products have gained
a stable customer base and recognition.
As an Islamic finance concept, however,
takaful is less understood by customers compared to other elements such as
Islamic banking. “Most of the customers are unable to distinguish between a
takaful policy and a conventional policy,”
Mushtaq explains. “Hence, customers
are price-sensitive.” Takaful products are
inherently expensive, says Mushtaq, compared to conventional products because
of the premium nature of the service and
higher compliance requirements.
DIFFERENT MODELS

Takaful is based on the concept of “mutuality”, with participants donating contributions to a fund used to cover members’

losses. Typically, an operator is appointed
to manage the fund on a commercial basis,
using Islamic contracts such as wakala and
mudaraba. Under mudaraba, the policyholders provide the funds and the shareholders (mudarib) manage the fund’s
investments and underwriting. Any surplus in the “takaful pool” is shared with the
operator based on an agreed ratio, which
takes into consideration the operator’s
underwriting and investment management
performance. Under wakala, policyholders own the pool, but the operator, who
manages underwriting and investment
management, is paid an upfront wakala fee
irrespective of results, says Ernst & Young.
“The wakala model is generally considered to be the nearest to takaful theory,” says Mushtaq. “It is the model that
differentiates between the policyholder
(sharing risk based on the principle of
mutuality) and the operator of the fund
(bringing technical skills to manage the
policyholder fund for a service fee).”
Saudi Arabia has moved away from

“Takaful started with wakala and
mudaraba. Now people are using hybrids,
which have elements of both and some
variance in between.”
—Vasilis Katsipis, AM Best
“pure takaful”, stating that all insurers
must move to a cooperative model, which
does not permit charging a wakala fee.
“Saudi is of the view that everything that
happens in their country is shariah-compliant,” explains Vasilis Katsipis, general
manager, market development, MENA
and South & Central Asia, for insurance
rating agency AM Best. “But the rest of
the world looks at Saudi and says this is
not really takaful.”
As a concept, takaful is in its infancy, says
Mushtaq, and different jurisdictions are
trying different models approved by shariah
to determine what one works best. For that
reason, he says, there are slight variations in

models operating in Sudan, Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, the UAE, Malaysia and
other jurisdictions. Katsipis believes some
of these models need to be more closely
scrutinized. “Takaful started with wakala
and mudaraba. Now people are using
hybrids, which have elements of both and
some variance in between. In some cases
the fee (wakala) charged by the operator is
very high, which means the policyholders’
fund will take longer to build up.”
There needs to be greater clarity on
policyholder protection, he adds, as the
level of takaful regulation differs markedly from country to country. The UAE,
Dubai International Financial Center,
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Bahrain and the Qatar Financial Center
have implemented takaful-specific regulation, while Kuwait, Oman and Qatar (ex
the QFC) have made no specific provisions for takaful, although that is changing.
“One of the things we are highly
focused on is making sure customers know
what they are getting and how it performs
in the long run,” says Adrian Flowers,
CEO of Saudi-based SABB Takaful, in
which HSBC is a major shareholder.“The
level of disclosure and standards are very
high.” Flowers says regulators are getting
more detailed in their questioning of takaful companies and are looking to improve
industry standards.
PROFITABILITY

But the different regulatory treatment of
takaful across the GCC creates uncertainty
for policyholders, says Katsipis, and it adds
a layer of cost for operators, particularly in
centers where compliance is more onerous. The Ernst & Young report notes that
expense ratios for takaful firms in the
GCC are typically higher than for insurers in the same market. Mushtaq explains
that takaful firms are typically young and
developing claims experience.The wakala

“In the long term,
if you don’t get the
risk/return ratios
correct, it could have
serious implications
for the future.”
—Adrian Flowers, SABB Takaful

fees are also an additional layer of expense.
“Takaful companies have to compete in
a highly price-sensitive market,” he says.
Based on a sample of GCC firms, Ernst
& Young found that the average return
on equity for takaful operators in 2011
was 4%—compared to 8% for insurance
companies. Operators, however, stress
that takaful is a different proposition to
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Mushtaq, KPMG Bahrain: Takaful is less
understood by customers than other
Islamic banking products

Flowers, SABB Takaful: Retail buyers are
concerned with Islamic principles, while
corporate buyers are driven by price

conventional insurance.“It [takaful] needs
to be looked at more in terms of the longterm value of the business and how policyholders benefit from that,” says Flowers.
Siddiq of Noor Takaful says the ROE of
takaful operators should be calculated on
the basis that they have to manage two
funds—the policyholders’ fund and the
shareholders’ fund.
Aggressive price competition is also
impacting the profitability of takaful firms.
In the Saudi market, Flowers says, there is
strong competition among the 29 operators, which the market is not big enough
to sustain. “Some of the risk pricing in
the market, particularly in the health sector, is below market norms,” he says. “In
the long term, if you don’t get the risk/
return ratios correct, it could have serious
implications for the future.”
It all boils down to whether consumers
buy takaful based on price or because of
its benefits and philosophy. Flowers says
the retail sector in Saudi Arabia is more
concerned with Islamic principles, while
the corporate market is driven more by
price. “Some of the very large organizations that you would expect to be developed from a risk mitigation perspective
are fixated on price rather than the quality
of what they’re purchasing. It is about getting more momentum behind takaful in
GCC and educating people.” Siddiq says
competition should be based more on
“soft” factors, such as quality of customers and equitable and fair claim settlement.

There is certainly significant untapped
potential for takaful to develop across the
region. Most of the market in the GCC is
currently concentrated in the retail space
with family takaful representing less than
5%, says Ernst & Young. In the family
sector, which SABB Takaful is focused
on, there is still a degree of skepticism,
Flowers says, as to whether life insurance
is shariah. “We do see that slowly changing,” he says. Operators are also building
up their corporate takaful coverage. “The
biggest challenge faced by takaful operators with regard to corporate business is
reinsurance/retakaful capacity, which is
still limited despite many large conventional reinsurers’ entering the retakaful
space,” says Siddiq.
Major global reinsurers, such as
Hannover Re and Munich Re, are present in the GCC, however there is still a
shortage of what Mushtaq calls well-rated
retakaful capacity to accept and retain large
industrial and specialty lines in the region.
Global reinsurance majors are looking to
bring additional retakaful capacity and
capabilities to the region to fill this gap.
Despite the many challenges the takaful
industry faces, Mushtaq remains optimistic
about the future. “Conventional insurance
has been around for 300 years or more
and is well established, whereas takaful is a
relatively new concept and will take time
to develop. It is not difficult to understand
that young takaful firms struggle to compete against the conventional firms.” n
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Defying Expectations

For many, the Arab Spring symbolizes years of painful economic and
political reforms ahead. But financial institutions are upbeat about the
region’s prospects, noting that markets such as Iraq and Libya continue
to outperform. By Gordon Platt

T

he increased standards of living
demanded by Arab Spring revolutionaries could be delivered in the
medium term, despite countries’ having
to make painful economic and political
transitions, say bankers. Notwithstanding
the unrest, for many banks it is business as
usual as they re-engage in postrevolutionary and postwar economies in the region.
Conditions vary considerably from
country to country. Iraq and Libya are
seeing strong economic growth on the
back of rising oil production. Egypt is
struggling, however, and it remains to be
seen how an Islamist-led government
can create economic growth as it seeks
funding from the International Monetary
Fund. Syria’s economy is in a shambles, as
the violence there continues.

HSBC has the most extensive footprint
in the Arab world of any international
bank, yet its operations in the region
were not negatively impacted by the Arab
Spring uprisings.
Simon Cooper, CEO of HSBC Middle
East, says: “In Egypt, there were of course
challenges, but the consequences were
less than one would have expected. We
did have some of our people camping out
overnight in branches to maintain services and overall, the commitment of the
staff was beyond the call of duty.”
Cooper says the uprisings prompted
some governments to take quicker action
on infrastructure investments. In the case
of Egypt, Cooper says it is an anchor in
the Arab World and will come through in
the long term. “There is a global desire

to see Egypt succeed,” he adds.
Elias Bikhazi, chief economist at
National Bank of Kuwait (NBK), says he
expects Egypt’s economy to grow 2% to
3% in 2013. Egypt is likely to receive an
IMF loan around midyear, and growth will
pick up in the second half, he forecasts.
Christos Papadopoulos, regional CEO
for the Middle East, North Africa and
Pakistan, Standard Chartered, says: “IMF
support for Egypt will be forthcoming.
The IMF will be accommodating and
will give the country breathing room
to reposition its economy. There will be
growing pains, but I am optimistic about
the medium term.”
Egypt will not be allowed to become
a failed state, because “what happens
in Egypt does not stay in Egypt. It is a
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considered a country in transition, it is gradually instituting
widespread reforms. Succession
is a key issue in Saudi Arabia,
according to market watchers, and key posts are starting
to be awarded to the younger
generation.
Cooper, HSBC Middle
Malhotra, MasterCard:
In February, Saudi Arabia’s
East: There is a global
Dubai and Qatar have an
king
Abdullah named prince
desire to see Egypt
e-vision, which includes the
succeed
intention to go cashless
Khalid bin Bandar bin Abdulaziz
Al-Saud, a member of the second
very important part of the Arab World,”
generation, as the governor of Riyadh.
Papadopoulos says.
And prince Salman bin Abdulaziz, a forThere is a tug of war going on in Egypt
mer governor of Riyadh province, was
between Islamization and democratizanamed crown prince last year.
tion. Democratization will take the lead
“The opportunities in Saudi Arabia are
as the opposition gets more organized
enormous,” Papadopoulos says. The kingand pushes for more moderation, accorddom accounts for half of the GDP of the
ing to one market watcher: “The Muslim
Gulf region, with massive infrastructure
Brotherhood is very pro-business. The
spending and investment, he says. “There
banks are also doing quite well.”
is phenomenal growth and opportunity
in banking,” he adds. “Saudi Arabia is also
NEW FRONTIERS
interested in investing and trading with
Papadopoulos describes Egypt, Iraq and
Egypt and Iraq.”
Saudi Arabia as “the markets of tomorLibya’s post-conflict recovery was
row.” In Iraq, Standard Chartered is in
stronger than expected.The International
the process of applying to open branches
Monetary Fund estimates real GDP grew
in Baghdad, Basra and is transforming its
122% last year, following a 60% decline
existing representative office in Erbil into
in 2011. “At the height of the fighting,
a wholesale banking branch. “We plan to
MasterCard was the only way you could
service multinational companies—US,
withdraw cash,” says Raghu Malhotra,
Chinese, Saudi Arabian and others—with
head of the Middle East and North Africa
onshore solutions,” Papadopoulos says.“It
for MasterCard. There is a secular shift
is a question of when. There is never a
under way in the region from cash to
perfect time, so now is as good a time
electronic payments, he says.
as any.”
According to a repor t by NBK
E-COMMERCE IS SPREADING
Economic Research, Iraq’s oil outCash, however is still king throughout the
put fell to a six-month low of 3 milregion. In Saudi Arabia, cash and checks
lion barrels per day in December, 2012.
account for 91% of all transactions, and 82%
“Iraqi oil production during the month
of transactions in the UAE, Malhotra says.
was affected by a number of technical
The shift to [electronic] payments
and political issues, including loading
began with recurring bills for utilities and
problems with offshore terminals in the
education, he says. It is now increasing for
south and the ongoing dispute between
low-value payments, such as purchases at
Baghdad and the Kurdistan regional govcoffee houses, he says from his office in
ernment,” the report says. Despite this,
Dubai’s Internet City. “Financial incluIraqi output averaged almost 3 million
sion—in the GCC [Gulf Cooperation
barrels per day for 2012 as a whole—the
Council] and Egypt—is taking more and
highest production level since the late
more people from outside into the bank1970s, it adds.
ing system,” Malhotra says.
Although Saudi Arabia is not
Countries are at different stages of
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development and need to focus on policies that fit their needs. “Payroll cards are
gaining in popularity in the region,” says
Malhotra.“Dubai and Qatar have an electronic vision, which includes the intention to go cashless.”
It costs between 50 and 150 basis
points, or up to 1.5% of GDP, to maintain
cash in an economy, explains Malhotra.
“Electronic payments are safer and
more efficient.”
In the GCC countries, mobile-phone
penetration is as high as 200% in places
such as the UAE, and Internet penetration is higher than 75%, says Malhotra.
“In these affluent countries, it’s about
convenience. The phone becomes your
card and e-commerce is widespread.”
Egypt, with its large domestic economy, appears to be back on track. IFC
(International Finance Corporation),
a member of the World Bank Group,
recently invested $6 million in Fawry,
Egypt’s leading electronic payment provider, to help it extend its network of
MasterCard-enabled payment terminals
across the country. Helping consumers

“What happens in
Egypt does not stay
in Egypt. It is a
very important part
of the Arab World.”
—Christos Papadopoulos,
Standard Chartered

to pay bills and making it easier for businesses to receive payments will encourage
economic growth, the IFC says.
“There are a lot of inefficiencies associated with cash, which is used in about
99% of all household transactions in
Egypt,” says Ashraf Sabry, Fawry CEO.
“Electronic payments make it easier to
do business, and in a country with a
large population and very low banking
penetration, they are also a key driver of
financial inclusion.” n

